March 18, 2022

MEMORANDUM

TO: City and County Superintendents of Education

FROM: Eric G. Mackey
State Superintendent of Education

SUBJECT: Teach-in-Alabama Domain Change

The Teach-in-Alabama website is an important tool designed to assist individuals with locating teaching, administrative, and classified vacancies in Alabama. Individuals are prompted to create an account and search for job opportunities in their specific area(s). A link to Teach-in-Alabama is provided on the Alabama State Department of Education (ALSDE) website at https://www.alabamaachieves.org (choose Teachers & Administrators, then choose Teacher Center, and Teach-in-Alabama). A link is also located in the footer of the ALSDE Home Page as Teach-in-Alabama.

The Teach-in-Alabama website can also be assessed directly. Prior to March 1, 2022, searchsoft.net served as the host domain for this website. On March 1, 2022, the host domain changed to atenterprise.powerschool.com. It is imperative that individuals seeking educational opportunities in Alabama have the correct information to access the Teach-in-Alabama website. Local education agencies (LEAs) should review all documents and websites pertaining to recruitment and employment and ensure the Teach-in-Alabama URLs have been updated. The direct link for applicants to access Teach-in-Alabama is https://ats1.atenterprise.powerschool.com/ats/app_login?COMPANY_ID=00008500. The direct link for LEAs to access the Teach-in-Alabama administrative portal is https://ats1.atenterprise.powerschool.com/ats/emp_login?COMPANY_ID=00008500.

Additionally, LEAs should review the URL listed for the ALSDE. On July 1, 2021, the ALSDE website changed from www.alsde.edu to https://www.alabamaachieves.org. All websites and documentation should be updated to reflect the correct ALSDE URL.

For additional information regarding the Teach-in-Alabama website, please contact Dr. Deanise Peacock by email at dpeacock@alsde.edu.
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